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Dear Scouter::
On behalf of the South Florida Council, Boy Scouts of America and the Scoutmasters Camporee
Committee, I would like to welcome all Boy Scouts, Venture Scouts, Girl Scouts, Webelos, Adult Scouters,
parents and guests to our 46th Annual Scoutmasters Camporee. As has been the case in recent years, we will
once again hold this event at Markham Park, in Sunrise, Florida over the weekend of February 25-27, 2005.
I have always been fascinated with the American Civil War. It was a critical time in our country’s history.
When all of the nation’s energies were turned to war, the art of war advanced dramatically. The list of firsts
include ironclad ships, submarines, cartridge rifles, machine guns, and many other inventions. It was a war that
tested the concept of a voluntary union of sovereign states. The northern victory laid the foundation for the
United States as we know it today. It is hard to predict what the world would look like today if the South had
been allowed to set up its own nation.
I, like many Americans, have mixed feelings when it comes to North vs. South. I have relatives that
fought on both sides during the Civil War. My father’s family was living in Pennsylvania and Kentucky during
this period and my mother’s family was living in Alabama and Georgia. I was born and raised in Alabama and
have spent most of my life south of the Mason-Dixon Line. I spent my youth looking for war relics and learning
about the Civil War from the southern perspective.
My great-great-grandfather, for whom I was named, was a Major in the Union Army. He served in the
135th Pennsylvania Volunteers and commanded a company of the 6th US Colored Troops. His unit fought at the
Crater in the siege of Petersburg, Dutch Gap, and Fort Harrison, Virginia. He wrote a book about his
experiences in the war that was published and is in the Library of Congress. I have the original hand-written
manuscript of that book as one of my treasured heirlooms.
So, I invite you to join me in celebrating our Civil War heritage. Enjoy the Living History exhibits from
this turbulent period of our nation’s history. Enjoy the armed clash between the forces of the North and South
on Saturday afternoon. And, while you are enjoying the spectacle, reflect on where we have been as a nation and
learn something about our history.

Yours in Scouting,

John Griffith
2005 Camporee Chief
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Scoutmasters’ Camporee Purpose
The Scoutmasters’ Camporee was formed in 1960 in response to a field competition that was held
between a number of local troops in Broward County, Florida. The competition was so popular and successful
that a Scoutmasters’ Camporee Committee was formed to oversee the development and implementation of an
annual Scoutmasters’ Camporee designed with the Boy Scout as the focal point.
The Scoutmasters’ Camporee Committee consists of five volunteer members with a Chief and four ViceChiefs being responsible for a specific area one year and rotating upward through the ranks until each one has
served in each Vice-Chief capacity and finally serves as the Camporee Chief. It is the goal of the Scoutmasters’
Camporee Committee to provide a weekend of quality fun and activities for all scouts in keeping with the true
purpose and values promoted within the scouting program. The participation of all scouts is encouraged for a
rewarding and memorable scouting experience.
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SCOUTMASTER CHECKLIST

Friday
Needs to be done
Complete “Roster of Participants” and return to
Registration.
Select Junior Leader volunteers, fill out the form and
have the form delivered to the Junior Leader Tent as
soon as possible.
Give a Patrol Leader Handbook to each Patrol Leader
and review the important parts of the booklet and the
yellow Merit Badge Midway card with him.
Junior Leader meeting at 9 PM (MB Midway)
SPL meeting at 9:30 PM (MB Midway)
Adult cracker-barrel at 10:15 PM. (MB Midway)

Assigned to

Saturday
Patrol activities begin at 9:00 AM
Turn in patrol flags by 1:00 PM.
Civil War Re-enactment at 3:00 PM
Patrol cards due at headquarters by 4:30 PM.
Send a Scout with American flag to the parade formup area by 5:00 PM.
Adult/SPL cracker-barrel at 10:30 PM.

Sunday
Send 1 adult and 3 scouts to Arena Show area after
religious services to help with clean up.
Send scouts and adults to assigned clean-up area
(review the assignment sheet inside the registration
packet).
Have your SPL complete the critique sheet…must be
turned in at checkout.
Review the “Checkout Procedures” flyer inside your
registration packet.
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Done?
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2005 SCOUTMASTERS CAMPOREE COMMITTEE
CHIEF....................................................................John Griffith ............................................... 954-345-9337
(jmgriffith@att.net)
1st VICE CHIEF..................................................Mitch Katz .................................................. 954-873-5370
(mkatz71@hotmail.com)
2nd VICE CHIEF ................................................Jim Carlsen.................................................. 954-680-3212
(bodi2491@aol.com)
3rd VICE CHIEF.................................................Fred Kimball............................................... 786-385-3832
(fred@troop7.org)
4th VICE CHIEF .................................................George Gilmore ......................................... 954-474-1309
(donemailn@aol.com)
954-474-1307
ADVISORY STAFF OF PAST CHIEFS
Jim Griewisch ................................................................Steve Welch............................................Tom Foster, Sr.
Mike McDaniel ..............................................................Walker Ellis ............................................Joe Latona
Bill Casson ....................................................................Chris Zimmerman.................................Kit Taylor
Rick Kaiser ....................................................................Jeff Griewisch........................................Jay Foster
Dean Kubler ..................................................................Marty Truss ............................................Bill Schulz

COMMITTEE-AT-LARGE RESPONSIBILITIES
PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS......................Mitch Katz, 1st Vice-Chief ........................ 954-873-5370
REGISTRATION................................................Jim Carlsen, 2rd Vice-Chief ....................... 954-680-3212
ACTIVITIES .......................................................Fred Kimball, 3rd Vice-Chief .................... 786-385-3832
SUNSET PARADE .............................................George Gilmore, 4th Vice-Chief............... 954-474-1309
MERIT BADGE MIDWAY
ARCHERY ............................................................Joe Augustinowitz ..................................... 954-435-7246
ARENA SHOW ...................................................Bill Casson................................................... 954-786-1570
BROWNSEA ISLAND.......................................Gordon Kroeger ........................................ 954-434-8850
BUCKING BARREL BRONCO......................Bobby Churchill ......................................... 954-584-3438
CAMPSITE LAYOUT........................................Jay Foster..................................................... 954-434-2191
CANOE RACES ..................................................Peter Multach.............................................. 954-680-5730
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CATTLE ROPING .............................................Mike Kovacs ............................................... 954-326-9607
COOKING ..........................................................Carlos Moreno............................................ 305-220-0014
CHILI COOKOFF..............................................Jeff Gravenstraeter.............................................................
CRACKERBARREL ...........................................Paula Hardin ............................................... 954-433-5414
ENVIRONMENT ...............................................Sonny Bass ..........................................................................
FIRE BUILDING ...............................................Bob Moormon............................................ 954-581-2095
FIVE K RUN .......................................................“The Chiefs”.......................................................................
FIRST AID............................................................Dale Boyer .................................................. 954-410-7235
HOSPITALITY....................................................Dean Kubler ............................................... 954-370-6408
INDIAN VILLAGE............................................Mark Prebis................................................. 954-533-6299
.................................................................................Kenny Wiedman......................................... 954-423-3183
JUDGING.............................................................Dean Kubler ............................................... 954-370-6408
Gateways .........................................................Matt Kinsey................................................. 954-255-1536
Campsite..........................................................John Steadman............................................ 954-437-7706
Patrol Flags .....................................................Vicki Santilana ............................................ 954-432-5991
JUNIOR LEADER ADVISOR.........................Paul Bunnell................................................ 954-796-7396
LOG SAWING ....................................................Mark Neslund ............................................. 954-941-7171
MARKSMANSHIP..............................................Andy Buglione............................................ 954-782-2817
MEMORABILIA PANELS ...............................Dean Kubler ............................................... 954-370-6408
MERIT BADGE MIDWAY ..............................George Gilmore ......................................... 954-474-1309
.................................................................................
OA LODGE EXHIBIT......................................Ron Bell....................................................... 305-687-1395
Brian Polino ................................................ 954-472-2470
OBSTACLE COURSE .......................................Ron McAlpin .............................................. 954-475-8724
ORIENTEERING ..............................................Jock McCartney .......................................... 954-344-0141
PIONEERING.....................................................Rubin Rothchild ......................................... 305-378-0030
RE-ENACTORS, SOUTHERN .......................Bernie Peterman......................................... 954-977-6697
RE-ENACTORS, NORTHERN ......................Bob Jones .................................................... 954-961-9156
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REGISTRATION COMMITTEE....................Sherry Ross ................................................. 954-830-7423
Shawn Ross ................................................. 754-581-3291
Fred Ross .................................................... 954-849-3936
.................................................................................Mary Montesano ........................................ 954-987-1410
.................................................................................Barbara Bickman ........................................ 954-966-6838
RELIGIOUS SERVICES ...................................Henry Alonso ............................................. 954-587-9975
TEEPEE AND DUTCH OVEN .....................Francis McGrath ........................................ 305-255-8845
TENNIS MATCHES ..........................................John Doscher.............................................. 954-888-4509
TRADING POST ................................................Rick Kaiser .................................................. 954-581-6121
TRAIL OF FLAGS..............................................Ron Kiefert ................................................. 305-445-7228
WEBELOS AREA...............................................Terry Pierce................................................. 954-969-8625
WOODBADGE REUNION ............................Peter Multach.............................................. 954-680-5730
.................................................................................

SATURDAY AFTERNOON EVENTS COMPETITION BY TROOP
Registration for volleyball, basketball and tug-of-war will be Friday night at the registration area…plan
early!
TROOP TUG-OF-WAR ....................................Diane Hickman .......................................... 954-608-5430
TROOP VOLLEYBALL....................................Cliff Friewald .............................................. 954-349-0503
TROOP 3 on 3 BASKETBALL ........................Jason McHale.............................................. 954-588-5591
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FRIDAY

SCHEDULE

3:00 P.M.

CHECK IN and REGISTRATION opens at Registration (east of entrance). Set up
Campsites and Gateways (see map.)

4:00 P.M.

JUNIOR LEADER REGISTRATION begins at Registration.

9:00 P.M.

ACTIVITY AREA HEADS will meet with 3rd Vice Chief, the weekend Activities
Chairman, to discuss logistics and any last minute changes or concerns. Meet promptly at
9:00 PM at the back of the Merit Badge Midway tent (see map).

9:00 P.M.

ASSEMBLY OF JUNIOR LEADERS who want to work on Staff – meet at the Merit
Badge Midway tent (see map).

9:30 P.M.

SENIOR PATROL LEADER ASSEMBLY.
Midway tent.

10:15 P.M.

ADULT CRACKER BARREL - Bring your Mug to the Merit Badge Midway tent. Each
unit should be represented by at least one (1) adult leader, but all adults are welcome.
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT INFORMATIONAL MEETING FOR ALL UNITS.

Midnight

TAPS - Lights out "All Quiet." ALL GATEWAY ACTIVITY MUST STOP AT THIS TIME.

Bring your Mugs to the Merit Badge

TROOPS
NEEDING
ADDITIONAL
CONSTRUCTION
TIME
MUST
MAKE
ARRANGEMENTS WITH REGISTRATION FRIDAY NIGHT BEFORE MIDNIGHT.
TROOPS MAY BE DISQUALIFIED FOR FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS RULE.

SATURDAY
6:15 A.M.

5K Fun Run. Meet at the registration pavilion

7:00 A.M.

Cooks and Fire Builders Up and at 'Em!

7:30 A.M.

REVEILLE - Everyone Up!!! - Breakfast in Unit Campsite.

8:30 A.M.

CALL TO COLORS - Units raise their flag in their own Campsite.

9:00 A.M.

CAMPOREE OFFICIALLY OPENS FOR PATROL ACTIVITIES.
from Activity to Activity. Activity area South of Campsites (see map).

10:00 A.M.

MERIT BADGE MIDWAY OPENS. Scouts may visit the Merit Badge Midway and
participate in the demonstrations (see map).

10:00 A.M.

Cooking demonstration at the cooking area

12:00 NOON

LUNCH - Everyone return to Unit Campsites for lunch.
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Patrols move

SATURDAY Continued
1:00 P.M.

RESUME PATROL ACTIVITIES and resume MERIT BADGE MIDWAY.

1:00 P.M.

Turn in PATROL FLAGS for Judging and have Score Card signed. See enclosed map for
location.

1:30 P.M.

Indian POW WOW at the Indian Village.

2:00 P.M.

Woodbadge Reunion at Merit Badge Midway.

3:00 P.M.

END OF PATROL ACTIVITIES. Pick up Patrol Flags.

3:00 P.M.

CIVIL WAR RE-ENACTMENT in the field behind the Archery Range.

4:30 P.M.

PATROL CARDS DUE AT HEADQUARTERS. (No Card, NO SCORE)

5:00 P.M.

One Scout from each Unit, in Class "A" Uniform, takes the Unit American Flag to the
Parade Form-Up area at parade start area. See parade map for details
PARADE START, ROUTE, AND FINISH HAVE CHANGED.

5:30 P.M.

SUNSET PARADE: Troops form up in Class "A" Uniform, with Troop Flag, at Troop
Gateway and join Parade at the end of the Column as it passes your Campsite.
There will be a flag lowering ceremony at the end of the parade.

6:00 P.M.

DINNER – Dinner and Clean-up in Unit Campsites.

7:45 P.M.

ARENA SHOW - Parents and Guests are invited to attend. Scouts and Scouters will sit
on the grass in front of the designated area for chairs. Remember, "A Scout Is
Courteous." The designated area for those individuals bringing chairs is in the rear
of the viewing area just in front of the event control trailer.
DUE TO THE FIREWORKS AND FIRE REGULATIONS, THE ACTIVITY
FIELD WILL BE CLOSED TO ALL PERSONS. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT
EVERYONE COOPERATE WITH SECURITY.
At the arena show we will present Campsite and Gateway Overall 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place awards. We will only announce Campsite and Gateway First place area
awards. Presentations of area awards will be at the Cracker Barrel.

10:30 P.M.

ADULT/SENIOR PATROL LEADER CRACKER BARREL - Please bring a chair
along with your mug. All Adults and Junior Leaders (invited by Unit Leaders) are
encouraged to attend. Patrol Awards will be distributed. A brief critique and discussion
of checkout procedures will be held. (Merit Badge Midway Tent)

11:30 P.M.

TAPS - Lights Out!
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SUNDAY
6:30 A.M.

Cooks and Fire Builders - Get Up!

7:00 A.M.

REVEILLE - Everyone Up!

7:30 A.M.

CALL TO COLORS - Units raise flags in their own Campsite.

8:00 A.M.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES - Each faith to their designated area. Class “A” Uniforms
Required.

9:00 A.M.

CLEAN DESIGNATED AREA in preparation for departure. Certain Common areas and
the Arena Show area must also be cleaned. Therefore, each SPL must send at least 3 (three) capable
Scouts to Arena Show Area at this time to assist in this process

10:00 A.M.

DROP CANVAS AND BREAK CAMP - HELP CLEAN YOUR DESIGNATED
AREA! When ready for checkout, send a representative, with your Site Marker
Stake(s) for site inspection. Unit packet will not be delivered until site is inspected and
approved. THE PARK MUST BE VACATED BY 1:00 P.M.
CHECKOUT – Checkout will not start until the Arena Staff has released the
Arena Show Area and the Activity Field has been dismantled. Failure to supply
necessary help will cause unnecessary delays in the start of the checkout process
for ALL TROOPS.
Please see the following “CHECKOUT” page for specific instructions.

NOTE:

Troops attending the Camporee from Counties outside Dade and Broward can arrange
for Early Checkout by contacting the Registration Staff after Cracker Barrel Saturday
night.

Please don’t leave without your checkout packet!
A SCOUT IS TRUSTWORTHY HELPFUL AND CLEAN!
Please do your part to leave Markham Park in better condition than we found it!
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CHECKOUT PROCEDURES:
FIRST:

For Campsites 31-132
Immediately after the religious services, send three Scouts and one Adult to
the Arena Show area dressed in Class B. Units are also responsible for cleanup of
this area.

For Campsites 1-30
Immediately after the religious services, send three Scouts and one adult to
the Activity area dressed in Class B. Units are also responsible for cleanup of this
area.
Checkout will not begin until the area leader has cleared both the Arena area
and the Activity area.
Special considerations for early departure will be handled on a one on one
basis.
SECOND:
After the religious services send 3 Scouts to your assigned clean up area. See
the separate memo and map for assignment.
THIRD:
Prepare your campsite for a quick checkout inspection.
FOURTH:
Send your SPL to one of the following stations:
Campsites 1-30 go to the main registration area.
All other campsites go to the remote registration site located between
campsites 94 and 95.
The SPL must bring the following to the checkout area
Campsite number stake and the two side marker stakes (if available).
The completed Critique Form.

IF YOU “FAIL” TO CHECK OUT PROPERLY WE WILL
“FAIL” TO DELIVER YOUR PATCHES.
Don’t endanger your boys’ chances of getting their patches!
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2005 SCOUTMASTERS CAMPOREE
Camporee Clean-Up Assignments

All units are expected to send 1 Adult and 3 Scouts to the Arena Show area and 1
older scout or 1 Adult and 1 scout to the Activity Field immediately following the
religious service on Sunday. The Arena Area and the Activity Field must be cleared
prior to any unit checking out. Once the Arena Area and the Activity Field have been
cleared you should supply enough scouts to insure that your assigned area for your
Camporee section has been policed. After these areas have been cleared and inspected
you may request a Campsite Inspection. After your site has been cleared you will
receive your troops check out packet with patches and ribbons. You may be asked to
assist in another area if the need arises so please be flexible.

AREA ASSIGNMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS
Area #1, Activity Area ..........................................................................................................Campsites 1 through 14
All trash and debris picked up. Material from Obstacle course loaded on the waiting
trailer. See the available staff person for further instructions.
Area # 2 Civil War, Archery, & Marksmanship ........................................................... Campsites 15 through 23
All trash and debris completely picked up and discarded. See staff member on-site for
further instructions.
Area #3 Registration – First Aid – Merit Badge Midway..........................................Campsites 24 through 30
This is for the general cleanup of this area including the midway chairs stacked in one
location along the side. All trash and debris picked up and discarded. Restroom and
parking area included. See staff member on-site for further instructions.
Area #4, Entry Area.......................................................................................................... Campsites 31 through 35
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #5, Girl Scout Area .............................................................................................. Campsites 112 through 127
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #6, Parking & Pavilion Area ....................................................................................Campsites 36 through 44
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #7, Parking & Pavilion Area ....................................................................................Campsites 45 through 59
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #8, Fireworks & Shooting Area ............................................................................Campsites 74 through 86
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #9, Roadway Area ...................................................................................................Campsites 87 through 101
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
Area #10, Arena Area .......................................................................................................Campsites 60 through 73
This is for the general clean up of this area. All trash and debris picked up and
discarded. All materials loaded. See staff member for any other items to be completed.
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ADVANCE REGISTRATION
Advance registration will include a $50.00/campsite non-refundable campsite pre-registration fee. This fee will
be applied to your total registration at the Camporee, and is not refundable if you do not attend the Camporee.
No Unit can reserve more than one (1) Campsite without the permission of the registration Vice Chief. All
Campsites are large enough to accommodate a Troop of 40 Scouts and Scouters.
Reserved campsites not occupied by 8:00 PM Friday, may at our discretion, be reassigned to another unit.
For any questions or adjustments contact the Registration Chairman, Jim Carlsen @ 954-680-3212.
REGISTRATION
Advance registrations should be sent to Jim Carlsen, 954-680-3212, 6241 Manchester Lane, Davie, FL 33331,
bodi2491@aol.com. Other inquires may be sent to the 2005 Camporee Chief, John Griffith. E-mail at
jmgriffith@att.net or call (954) 345-9337.
Pre-registration fee is $16.00 per person attending (youth and adults). Any registration received after
January 30th 2005 including registration the night of the Camporee will be at $17.00 per person attending
(youth and Adult). This fee includes one Camporee patch per participant. Due to current circumstances

related to Broward County and Scouting, Broward County now charges us a camping fee for the
use of Markham Park. It is now necessary for the Camporee Committee to levy an additional
fee per person for costs that previously used to be waived and are now not supported by
Broward County Parks and Recreation.
Please have the following information ready at the time of registration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Number of Scouts
Total Number of Adults
Registration Fee by Cash or Check, receipts will be provided.
Copy of Unit Medical Insurance Policy or Confirmation
Number of Patrols
A List of Scouts Names, by Patrol
Name, Address and Telephone Number of Unit Leader or Contact Person
Names of Adult Leaders Who Can Work Adult Staff
Names of Junior Leaders Who Can Work Junior Staff
JUNIOR LEADERS

It is required that each Unit supply at least two (2) (more if possible) Junior Leaders to work on the Camporee
Junior Leader Staff.
Junior Leaders should report to and register with the Junior Leader Staff Coordinator at the Junior Leader
Meeting and Cracker Barrel on Friday Night. (See schedule).
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ADULT LEADERS
It takes many Adult Leaders to make a successful Camporee of the size and magnitude of this one. We ask that
each Unit provide at least one (more if possible) Adult Leader to work on the Camporee Staff. Information on
the identity of these Adult Leaders should be communicated to John Griffith, Camporee Chief, (954) 345-9337
as soon as possible so that they can be notified of, and have the opportunity to attend Camporee Planning
Meetings as the Camporee Date approaches. All Adult Leader Staff should attend the Friday Night Adult
Cracker Barrel and help make this year's Camporee the Best Yet. (See schedule).
Adult Leaders are needed for the Arena Show assembly. Anyone with some craftsman skills or brute strength
that can assist us in the successful assembly of the arena stage, lighting and communications should contact us at
the camporee starting Friday Morning. These skills are also necessary for the safe and timely removal of the
arena stage on Sunday morning. All the assistance you can provide will help make the arena show a more
successful and pleasurable event for everyone.
HOSPITALITY
A hospitality tent can be found near Headquarters (registration). We are making this available for scouters to
congregate and meet other scouters from other districts and councils. One of our past chiefs will be your host,
and will be available to answer questions, and offer you a cup of coffee or a cold drink. Bring your mug and
drop in. ADULTS ONLY PLEASE. Hospitality will be open:
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

4:00 PM - 9:00 PM
9:00 AM - NOON
1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
LAYOUT

The Camporee will be divided into Campsites. Each Site will have frontage of approximately 60 feet and a
depth, in most cases, of 100 feet. All Sites are accessible to the public.
GROUND RULES
Campsites should be organized by Patrol Areas. Cooking may be done on charcoal or wood fires or approved
stoves under adequate supervision. ALL FIRES MUST BE AT LEAST 18 INCHES OFF THE
GROUND. Any scorched sod must be replaced. Each Unit shall maintain adequate Fire Prevention
Equipment. WATER BUCKETS MUST BE VISIBLE AND MUST BE FILLED with WATER (2 PER
TENT) AND IN A CENTRAL LOCATION. Two or more, all-purpose two-pound fire extinguishers
are expected in the cook area. Trash must be bagged in your site and disposed of in dumpsters provided or
hauled out. Water points are provided at locations indicated on the Map.
Show Pride in your Unit. Display Sponsor Signs and Troop Colors. Your gateway should be attractive and
should reflect the Camporee Theme. Each Campsite area will be defined with stakes showing the Site Number.
Please do not remove these stakes during the Camporee. They are also used by campsite and gateway judges.
The person advising that the Campsite is ready for checkout inspection on Sunday should bring the marker
stakes to Headquarters. Respect you neighbor's Campsite. (See Checkout.)
Be prepared to segregate your site through the use of rope so as to maintain the integrity of the site. This is not
a requirement.
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Vehicles brought to Campsites must be removed as soon as they are unloaded. No wheeled campers, RV
travel trailers, or similar vehicles will be allowed at or in Campsites. This is a tent camping, Scouting event! If it
is absolutely necessary that an adult sleep in a camper, it must be parked in a designated area.
We ask that no one operate any two-way radios in the Park, except by Staff and Security.
CAMPOREE POLICY ON ALCOHOL, DRUGS, PROFANITY
The Camporee Committee fully supports the policy of the Boy Scouts of America concerning the use of
Alcoholic Beverages, Drugs, or other Mind Altering Substances. It is, therefore, the policy of the Camporee
Committee that there shall be no Alcoholic Beverages, Drugs or other Controlled Substances present at or
consumed during the Camporee. Non-compliance with this Policy will result in the individuals and their Unit
being asked to leave the Camporee. Likewise, profane language or gestures by boys or adults will not be
tolerated. A SCOUT IS CLEAN!
Remember the Scout Oath and Scout Law, which we profess and agree to live by!
CONCESSION STAND
The Concession Stand (operated by O-SHOT-CAW Lodge) will be open during meal times to sell hot dogs,
sandwiches, soda, snacks and other goodies to adults and visitors only. Nothing will be sold to Scouts during
mealtimes. This policy exists because we do not want the Concession Stand in competition with unit cooking.
Scouts may purchase food and drinks at other times of the day. Please make sure that all trash is placed in
proper containers and that Scouts keep the park clean.
VISITORS
Let's welcome the Public!
We have many visitors at the Camporee, so let's sell Scouting to them in a positive way. Be polite, smile, and live
the Scout Oath and Scout Law! Please invite parents and guests to the Arena Show, as well as the Sunset Parade
and Daytime Events. Cub Scouts, Cub Leaders, and parents are also invited and encouraged to visit. Visitors
who want to participate in the Patrol Activities will be required to purchase the $10 Day Pass.
SUNSET PARADE
NOTE: Please see the map at the end of the book for details.
All Scouts and Webelos will march in the Sunset Parade on Saturday. Each Unit should form up in Class "A"
uniform in front of their Unit Gateway. One Scout, with the Unit's American Flag, should proceed to the
Parade Formation Area 15 minutes before Unit assembly. See the schedule for precise times. It is very
important that your American Flag is marked with your Troop Number and Council. This is best accomplished
with a permanent marker ahead of time. Further instruction regarding the parade will be given during the Friday
Night Cracker Barrel. Each Parade Participant should be in Class "A" Uniform.
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TRADING POST
Patches, Mugs, Hat Pins, Belt Buckles and other Scouting items will be sold at the "Trading Post" near
Headquarters during the following hours:
Friday:
Saturday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

7:00 P.M. -10:00 P.M.
9:00 A.M.-12 Noon
1:00 P.M.-6:30 P.M.
9:30 A.M.-12 Noon

Many items are limited in quantity, so be there early! Sales will be made during scheduled times only. The Patch
for the current Camporee will not be for sale. Patches for some of the past Camporees may be available.
Patch Trading: We ask that patch trading be limited to boys to boys only, not adults to boys. We also ask that
there be no money exchanged for items other than those sold at the Trading Post.
SERVICE PROJECT
Have a Troop plan and carry out a community or sponsor oriented service project before the Camporee. Keep a
record of the project through correspondence, photographs, news items, etc. Display this information at your
campsite. If the unit service project is patriotic or conservation oriented, extra points will be earned
during campsite inspection.
AMATEUR RADIO (HAM RADIO)
There will be worldwide coverage and communication via an amateur radio station located in the Merit Badge
Midway. If you wish to communicate with another operator, you can do so at this station.
AREA AWARDS
There will be Campsite and Gateway competition as has existed in the past. First, second, and third place awards
will be presented for each designated area. Campsite Overall 1st 2nd and 3rd place, and Gateway Overall 1st 2nd and
3rd Place, will be awarded at the Arena Show. All other awards will be presented at the Cracker Barrel Saturday
night.
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AREA COMPETITION
The Camporee will be grouped into ten (10) separate areas. Troops will be competing against other Troops in
their area, as well as Troops throughout the entire Camporee (see Awards).
THEME: “One Nation United – Our Civil War Legacy”
AREA
Antietam
Bull Run
Cold Harbor
Chancellorsville
Gettysburg
Manassas
Fredericksburg
Shiloh
Fort Sumter
Vicksburg

SITES
1-14
15-30
31-44
45-59
60-73
74-86
87-101
102-111
112-127
128-135

Overflow
Girl Scouts
Overflow

SAFETY AND SECURITY
Security will be provided around the clock during the Camporee. Individual units are reminded, however, that
the public has open access to Markham Park. Please exercise your own vigilance and report any problem or
incident to Security, which will be camped near the park entrance (see map) and can be contacted through
Headquarters.
No Scout will be allowed to enter any of the other Park areas or leave the Camporee unless a responsible adult
accompanies him. In cases of violation of this rule, the Unit Leader and parents will be notified, and the boy's
Unit may be asked to leave the Camporee and forfeit all ribbons and awards.
Due to the significant water exposures bordering the vast majority of our campsites, we expect that all Troop
Leaders will exercise extreme caution. Please notify all Scouts and Adults that all bodies of water are "OFF
LIMITS"! Any individuals violating the off-limit regulations will be asked to leave the Camporee. This rule
must be strictly enforced!!
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At times, uninvited animals and amphibians have been known to arrive at the park without announcement.
Since we will be sharing their habitat, please respect their space and DO NOT ANTAGONIZE THEM!
Advise all Troop members not to leave food in the open, secure all (chuck or lunch) boxes and do not focus
flashlights into the water at night.
The Camporee Security Force will be patrolling the park as part of the enforcement of the park and Camporee
rules and regulations.
Make sure to inform your Troop of all rules and regulations to ensure that everyone has a great and safe
Camporee!
RELIGIOUS SERVICES
One of the main points of the Scout Oath is Duty to God. There will be religious services in three areas of
faith on Sunday morning. All Scouts and Scouters are expected to attend one of the services. Dress will be
Class "A" Uniform. The locations of the Religious Services will be given during Saturday Night's Cracker
Barrel, and are also indicated on the map. A SCOUT IS REVERENT!
PHILMONT GRACE
For Food, For Raiment
For Life, For Opportunity
For Friendship and Fellowship
We Thank Thee, O Lord.
Amen
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FIRST AID AND HEALTH
A First Aid Station will be available on a 24-hour basis (see map). All Units are encouraged to have adequate
First Aid Supplies with them as part of their Unit Equipment.
The following guidelines concerning the health and welfare of Camporee Participants must be observed:
1. While Markham Park does have permanent toilet facilities,
THESE FACILITIES ARE OFF LIMITS TO ALL
SCOUTS AND SCOUTERS. The only exceptions allowed
is for Handicap participants who require a facility that meets
the A.D.A. standards and Girl Scouts. This type facility is
located in the pavilion near the pool or secondly near the boat
ramps.
2. No Unit latrines will be allowed. Portable latrines will be
provided by the Camporee for all areas.
3. Garbage shall be placed in the dumpsters. No garbage will be
buried. Crush boxes and cans before disposing of them. No
pioneering wood will be put into the dumpsters. It must be
carried out of the Camporee grounds.
4. Dishwater and cooking water shall be properly disposed of.
Grease shall be contained in a portable grease container and
properly disposed of. No pits are to be dug.
5. There will be no washing of utensils, pots, pans, personal
gear, clothes, self, or anything else at the water points or the public bathrooms. All washing shall be done in
the campsites. Canteens shall not be filled at water points. Water jugs only may be filled at water points and
taken back to the Campsite.
6. Please pick up all trash. Leave the Park cleaner than you found it. Show Scouting Pride. A SCOUT IS

CLEAN.

DISCIPLINE
Adult Scouters are responsible for the supervision of their Units AT ALL TIMES and will be held accountable
for their behavior. The Arena Show is an especially important time and place to practice the skill of leadership.

A SCOUT IS COURTEOUS AND OBEDIENT!

PARKING
When you have completed unloading, please move your vehicle to one of the designated parking areas indicated
on the Map on page 9. Dashboard I.D. will be issued at check in. All vehicles must be parked in the designated
parking areas. Any vehicle not properly parked may be removed at the Park’s discretion.
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LEAVING AND RE-ENTERING THE PARK
Each unit will receive passes to be placed on the dashboard that will enable a vehicle to leave and then re-enter
the park without incurring a charge. This is a special accommodation on the part of the park, and there can be
no exceptions. Please make copies for all vehicles that may be entering the Park Saturday or Sunday. IF

THE VEHICLES DO NOT HAVE THIS PASS, THE PARK WILL CHARGE A FEE.
OFF LIMITS - OUT OF BOUNDS

Areas of the Park that are off-limits are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Playground Area, Tennis Courts (Except for Official Events)
Swimming Pool (Except for Official Events)
Boat Docks (Except for Official Events)
Marksmanship Range (Except for Official Events)
Model Airplane Field
Any and All Bodies of Water
Park Toilet Facilities
Any area under construction
Arena Show until Saturday Night
Girl Scout area (except when accompanied by an adult)
UNIFORMS

CLASS A:

Sunset Parade
Arena Show
Religious Services

CLASS B:

All Other Times
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DIRECTIONS FROM THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA
After the tollbooth go approximately three miles East to Exit #12; this is Arvida Parkway (also State Road 84
East). It's a shallow turn to the right that parallels I-595 into Ft. Lauderdale. Proceed approximately four
miles to Weston Road. There you will see a Shell Station and Burger King.
Try to arrive in the next to most left lane for your left turn onto Weston Road, which is north underneath I-595. Go
approximately 200 yards and you will see directly ahead the entrance to Markham Park, site of the Scoutmasters
Camporee
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ACTIVITIES
5k Run – 1 Time Only, Saturday 06:15 a.m.
This will be the second year that we’ve had a 5K at Markham Park. If you’re up for the challenge, come to the
Registration pavilion at 06:15 a.m. for the run.
Archery
Scouts have a chance to learn archery safety, and to practice shooting arrows at targets on a full size B.S.A.
certified archery range. See if you can win the bull’s eye award.
Basketball
Teams will sign up on Friday night and playoff elimination will be established at the Basketball Site.
Rules: 1) Before games, both teams will warm up for two minutes. A TEN-MINUTE FORFEIT
ALLOWANCE WILL BE ENFORCED.
2) Games will be to 15 points, win by one point or 20 minutes which ever comes first. When the
game ends after 20 minutes, the team ahead shall be declared the winner; if a game reaches time
in a tie, the teams will play sudden-death overtime with the team scoring first declared the
winner. (Possession in overtime is explained in Rule 4)
3) Stalling goes against the fun principles of 3-on-3. An “unwritten” 30-second clock is in effect at
all times, and may be enforced by the referee at their sole discretion. Failure to attempt to shot in
20 seconds, after being advised by the referee, will result in loss of possession.
4) Each team is allowed two 30 second time-outs. In addition, neither team can stall in the last 5
seconds of a game in the check ball situation, or the last 15 seconds of a game in a free throw
situation. If stalling occurs, the clock will be stopped until the ball is put into play by an in-bound
pass.
Brownsea Island
The Brownsea Scout Area will reprise some of the games and activities that Baden-Powell developed. In
developing these activities, Baden-Powell sought to promote the boy’s health and strength and to develop his
character. This activity area will modify the original games into activities that the current Scout will understand
and enjoy.
Bucking Barrel Bronco
Scouts shake the rider on a carpet covered oil drum for a very realistic Bucking Bronco ride. This is one of the
most popular rides.
Canoe Races
Canoe obstacle races will be held in the boating lake next to the swimming pool area. The races will be set up as
an obstacle course for canoe maneuvering. Detailed instructions will be given the day of the event. Scouts shall
compete as 2 person teams from a troop. The races will be set up at the start of the day on Saturday. Any
interested team (or designated representative) should report to this area first thing on Saturday morning to
register their team. Upon completion of registration, race times will be announced. Awards will be given for the
top three teams based on times for the event.
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Cattle Roping
This will introduce the scouts to stiff roping techniques using roping dummies.
Civil War Living History
Civil War period encampments will be set up in the field on the way to Archery and Marksmanship. This is a
chance to see how soldiers lived during the Civil War and learn about their firearms and camps.
Civil War Re-enactment
There will be a skirmish between the North and the South in the field behind the Archery event at 3:00 PM. In
this “Battle of Markham Park” who will win – the North or the South?
Cooking
This is a demonstration of what can be cooked during any outing. Food preparation begins at 10:00 AM with
hands-on experience for all scouts. Food is cooked and ready to serve between 12:00 and 12:30 PM. Traditional
Spanish dishes are featured, such as “Paella” (Yellow Rice and Chicken with bits of Seafood).
Environment
This always interesting activity will provide participants the opportunity to understand a little better the delicate
environment in which we live and to help them understand some of the practical, common sense things we can
do to protect and preserve it.
Firebuilding
This activity was popular allowing all the “Fire bugs” to come out of the woodwork and shoe their skills against
the clock. Some rather ingenious scouts demonstrate their skills.
Log Sawing
This popular event will return this year. There will be a final competition at the Arena Show on stage to
determine the overall 1st 2nd and 3rd places. We will provide the saws and the wood. All we need are energetic
boys that want to show off their skills at the arena show.
Marksmanship
This activity provides participants the opportunity to learn gun safety from experts and to practice and have fun
shooting air rifles at targets and boys can earn the “Bull’s-eye Award” for Marksmanship.
Merit Badge Midway
Merit Badge displays and highly qualified instructors will feature demonstrations in the Midway on Saturday from
10:00 AM to 3:00 PM.
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Native American Indian Village
Come, experience and learn the way of life, in Native American Indian Culture. Hosted by Venture Crew 4 and
Friends. View the Teepee and Museum exhibits, enjoy hands on crafts & games, learn how to sing around the
drum and it’s proper etiquette with the O-Shot-Caw Lodge award winning DRUM TEAM and much more. The
morning schedule will include items needed for the Indian Lore Merit Badge. The afternoon will be a POW
WOW in the dance arbor. GRAND ENTRY starting at 1:30. This is the time you will enjoy seeing, dancers in
colorful outfits and different dance styles; also you will be able to participate in the social dances.
Schedule:
9:00
9:15 10:15 11:00 9:00 9:00 12:00 1:00
1:30

3:30

10:10
10:55
12:00
12:00
12:00
1:00

Flag Raising
Drum Singing (Item 4b of Merit Badge)
Display / Museum Talk (Item 2d of Merit Badge)
Seminole Indian History (Item 1 of Merit Badge)
Crafts (Item 2a of Merit Badge)
Games Item 3a of Merit Badge)
Lunch
POW WOW Etiquette
GRAND ENTRY
Flag Song
Veterans Dance
Intertribal Dances
Exposition Dances
Audience Participation Dances
Round Dance
Two Step
Roller Coaster
Flag Lowering

Talk to Mark Priebis or Ken Wiedman about earning the Indian Lore Merit Badge.
Obstacle Course
The always-popular Obstacle Course will be located in the Activities area (see map). We are looking for a few
good Patrols with the inner strength to complete this challenging course. Listed below are some of the
challenges.
Climbing Wall
Monkey Bridge
Hand Over Hand Rope
Tire Tunnel
Rope swing over Water
Pole Climbing
(Be prepared to have fun and do not be afraid to get wet and dirty)
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Order of the Arrow Exhibit
The O-Shot-Caw Lodge of the Order of the Arrow has an exhibition of items. Teepees, costumes and other
items that will give Scouts some idea of the fun they can have by becoming an Honor Camper. The Order of
the Arrow will stimulate the imagination of Brothers concerning the making of dance costumes and other
relevant items. The OA will certainly take you to the next level in Scouting.
Orienteering
Orienteering has been one of the most important and exciting activities since Scouting began. It is simply
finding your way with the help of a map and/or compass along an unknown stretch of ground to a pre-selected
destination. The ORIENTEERING MARATHON will be held from 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon, and again from
1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M., Saturday. Your Patrol may begin the course at any time by proceeding to the
Orienteering Area at the location indicated on the Camporee Map. Bring a compass, and pencil if possible.
Instructions and a brief review of fundamentals will be given with the opportunity to determine the pace of the
Patrol.
The Patrol will be given a card with compass headings and distances to points that they must traverse in the
field. The Troop Number and Patrol Name should be written on the card, along with the name of each Patrol
Member.
Patrol Members should write down the number of paces they must take to each check point - based upon the
length of their pace - before starting the course. This will save precious time.
When the Patrol is ready, a Starter will give them the time. This should be written on the card and then the
Patrol begins the course.
When the Patrol crosses the Finish Line, they will be given the time again. This time should be written on the
card and the card is turned in.
The Patrol may wish to count on the skills of its most qualified members while learning from and helping each
other.
Pioneering
This always-popular activity will include some or all of the following:
Lashing a Tripod
Knot Race
Log Twitching
Flag Pole Raising

Splicing
Bear Bag Hanging
Log Lift

The skills necessary to be successful with these activities are:
Lashing
Team Work

Knot Tying
Balance
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Splicing

Tennis Matches
Tennis Matches will be held on the tennis courts located on the West Side of the swimming pool. These
matches will be set up at the start of the day on Saturday. Any interested team (or designated representative)
should report to this area first thing on Saturday morning to register their team. Upon completion of
registration, match times will be announced. Awards will be given for the top three teams based on completion
times for the event. Please bring your own Racquet
Trail of Flags
Those who visit this activity, and ask questions, will be able to learn about the history of the American Flag and
the United States of America. On display will be replicas of flags from the earliest explorers to reach our
country, as well as many of the earliest flags of our nation. Some of those could be:
Flags of the Revolutionary War
Flags of the Army and Navy

Flags of the Civil War
Flags, Flags, and more Flags!

Don't let your Scouts miss it. See how many they can identify. It is surprising how much they can learn while
having fun. Look for the Historical Flag Challenge at the Activities Field.
Tug-of-War
Troop competition activities with information to be provided at check in. Sign up for the events will be required
and available at Registration on Friday night. Separate events will be held for Varsity, Venture and Explorer
Posts. Playoff times will be posted Saturday Morning.
Volleyball
Troop competition activities with information to be provided at check in. Sign up for the events will be required
and available at Registration on Friday night. Separate events will be held for Varsity, Venture and Explorer
Posts. Playoff times will be posted Saturday Morning.
CHILI COOK-OFF
The Sixth annual Scoutmaster Camporee Chili-off cook-off will be held east of the main activity tent. The event
will have two categories, one for Scoutmasters and the other for other members of the troop (Scouts or
Scouters). Judging will be Saturday afternoon by a distinguished panel of brave volunteers. The chili
administrators’ decisions will be final. Final rules will be available Friday night at registration.

CONTEST RULES
THE FOLLOWING RULES ARE TO BE ADHERED TO BY ALL COOK-OFF CHAIRMEN,
COOKS AND/OR ASSISTANTS
1. All contestants must be Scouts. "Ringers" will be summarily ejected from the entire Camporee.
2. Contestants are responsible for supplying all of their own cooking utensils, Coleman type stoves, pots
etc. Only tables will be provided.
3. All contestant teams must wash their hands before preparing their chili.
4. Displays and demonstrations will be judged based upon overall appearance, ambiance, aesthetics, spirit,
participation of the contestants, and enjoyment by the judges and observing Scouters.
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5. "Spontaneous" demonstrations throughout the spectator area are permitted. However, contestants are
asked that their support team respect the other visitors and their view of the event.
6. Offensive distractions (such as loud generators, baggy pants or dirty tee shirts) are not allowed. Pleasant
and enjoyable activities such as music and dancing are strongly encouraged.
7. Prolonged visits to the Jiffy John will disqualify any contestant and his or her entry!
OFFICIAL CHILI JUDGING:
1. Any form of chili is permissible. However only "True Chili" will be considered for serious judging. "True
Chili" is defined by the International Chili Society as any kind of meat, or combination of meats cooked
with peppers, various other spices, and other ingredients with the exception of items such as beans or
spaghetti, which are strictly forbidden.
2. No ingredient may be precooked or treated in any way prior to the setup period the day of the cook-off.
The only exception are canned or bottled tomatoes, tomato sauce, peppers, pepper sauce, beverages,
broth, and grinding or mixing the spices. Meat may be pre-cut or ground, but not treated in any way. All
other ingredients must be chopped or prepared at the cook-off.
3. Preliminary judging will be done by "People's Choice." {This means that your Chili must look good enough
so that visiting Scouters will actually want to taste it!) Ballots turned in by the people visiting the contest
will determine finalists.
4. The judging committee will select the winners based on taste, appearance and creativity. Good Chili
combines the elements of texture, freshness, aroma and of course taste.
5. All chili must have a name for the recipe that is clearly displayed in the cooking area. Names that have
Biblical or Religious significance are discouraged. Weird names that refer to Scouting or Scouters are
encouraged. All names must be in English unless they are in some other language.
6. Teams may not charge for samples for this judging.
7. The quantity of chili prepared for the people's choice is the team's decision.
8. Any attempts to influence, bias, or sway visiting Scouters toward one chili or away from another are
encouraged. Attempts to influence the final judging staff are permitted.
9. Winners will be required to submit their recipe for posting on the South Florida Council Web Site. For
those contestants who are worried about giving away secrets, there is no requirement that the recipe you
submit resemble what you actually cooked in any way. This contest rule has been designed to make
absolutely no sense whatever in an attempt to blend in with the rules for other events at the Scoutmaster's
Camporee.
EVENT TIMES:
1. Set up by 10:00 A.M.
2. Cooking begins at 12:00 P.M. All cooking must be done at the event site; please keep this in mind.
3. People's Judging begins at 3:00 P.M. Final Judging will take place at 4:15 P.M. Finalists must provide their
sample to the judges in a non-returnable container prior to 4:15 P.M.
4. All finalists must submit their "recipe" along with the sample to be judged.
5. Prizes will be awarded for First, Second and Third place in two categories. The first category is ONLY
SCOUTMASTERS; the second category is for any other Scouter.

ARENA SHOW
You don’t want to miss the Arena Show for 2005. Your SMCC has gone all out this year to make the show
brisk and entertaining. The Show will be unique! As usual, our show will feature a spectacular "Fireworks
Display." Unit leaders, please remember it is essential that you make certain that all Scouts stay away from the
area east of the Arena Show (north end of the model airplane field) and Activities Area once the Sunset Parade
ends and after the Arena Show.
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AWARDS
A. PATROL EXCELLENCE RIBBON - Presented to each Patrol that completes all of the requirements of
their Scorecard.
B. THE TROOP PARTICIPATION RIBBON - Each Troop participating in the Camporee will receive the
TROOP PARTICIPATION RIBBON.
C. CAMPSITE INSPECTION RIBBON - First, Second and Third Place Ribbons will be awarded in each
Camporee Area. Campsites will be judged upon the basis of the Inspection Criteria listed in the Booklet.
One Overall First Place Campsite trophy will be awarded. Ribbons will be awarded for Overall 2nd and 3rd
places. Criteria are listed in this booklet.
D. GATEWAY INSPECTION RIBBON - Gateways will also be judged within each of the Camporee Areas.
First, Second and Third Place Ribbons will be awarded in each area with one Overall Camporee First Place
trophy. Ribbons will be awarded for Overall 2nd and 3rd places. Gateway Inspection Criteria are listed in this
booklet.
E. PATROL FLAG COMPETITION - Ten finalists will be chosen from Patrol Flags submitted for judging.
Ribbons will be awarded for First through Tenth place.
ACTIVITY RIBBONS - Some activities will award First, Second and Third Place Ribbons. These will be
presented during the Cracker Barrel on Saturday Night.
F. 5K RUN – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on times recorded at the end of the
event.
G. 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on scores during the
event.
H. TUG – of - WAR – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on process of elimination
recorded during the event.
I. VOLLEYBALL – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on process of elimination
recorded during the event.
J. CANOE RACES – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on times recorded during
the event.
K. INDIAN VILLAGE – First, Second, and Third place ribbons will be awarded for Tee Pee Display, Men’s
Dance, Women’s Dance, Men’s Regalia, and Women’s Regalia.
L. LOG SAWING – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on times recorded during the
event. The top 3 scoring groups will be asked to participate on stage during the arena show to determine
overall 1st, 2nd and 3rd places.
M. FIRE BUILDING – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on Times recorded during
the event.
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N. CHILI COOK-OFF - Awards will be given for 2 categories, Scoutmasters and Peoples Choice. Awards will
be presented at the cracker barrel on Saturday night. All the fun, bribing, and name-calling will be continued
at the presentation.
O. ORIENTEERING – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on process of elimination
recorded during the event.
P. TENNIS – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be awarded based on process of elimination recorded
during the event.
Q. BULLS EYE AWARD – Each scout hitting a “Bulls Eye” in Archery or Marksmanship will receive a ribbon.
R. WEBELOS AWARDS – First, Second and Third place ribbons will be given for Webelos Campsite,
Gateway, Flags, Overall, and for each event. There will also be one Webelos Spirit Award. Each Den
participating in the Camporee will receive a Den Participation Ribbon.

PATROL RIBBON FOR EXCELLENCE
Patrol Scoring Card
1. All scorecards will be distributed at Camporee Headquarters when your Unit registers. One card per Patrol
registered.
2. The entire Patrol, except Junior Leader Staff Members, must complete all of the requirements on the card to
be awarded the Patrol Ribbon for Excellence.
3. The Patrol scorecard must have the full name of each Scout in the Patrol, the Unit Number and the Patrol
Name.
4. The Patrol scorecard must also be signed or initialed by an instructor or staff member at each of the

Camporee Activities and must be signed by the Unit Leader.
5. When all of the requirements for the entire Patrol have been met, the Patrol Leader should turn the

scorecard over to the Senior Patrol Leader for signature by the Unit Leader. The Senior Patrol Leader
MUST turn the scorecard into the Camporee Headquarters no later than 6:00 P.M. Saturday.
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SMCC CAMPSITE INSPECTION
Uniformed Unit Designee must be in Campsite for Inspection
AREAS JUDGED

POINTS

A. Duty Roster/Kaper Chart Posted

________

B. Tour Permit Posted

________

C. Tents/Fly properly erected

________

D. Fire Buckets - 2 Per Tent (with water) in a central area (see page 17 “Ground Rules” for details)

________

E. Fire Extinguisher at Cook Area

________

F. Service Project Displayed

________

G. Flags Properly Displayed

________

H. Troop First Aid Kit Available

________

I. Food Stored Properly

________

J. Patrol Method Evident (Patrol Flags, Patrol Boxes, etc.)

________

K. Cooking Areas Clean and Neat

________

L. Balanced Menu(s) Posted

________

M. Campsite Improvements (Gadgets, etc. - This can often be the tiebreaker!)

________

N. Ax Yard or Fuel Area Property Identified and Stored

________

TOTAL POINTS
UNIT NUMBER_________________

_________
CAMPSITE NUMBER____________

COUNCIL__________________________DISTRICT_____________________________
SCOUTMASTERS’ NAME: __________________________________________________

Note: In order to be eligible for any awards each troop must obtain at least 50% of the total available
points. Decision of the Judges is final.
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CRITERIA FOR CAMPSITE INSPECTIONS
The following is the guidelines used by the campsite inspection teams. Despite the specificity, some objectivity
is still involved. However, this should provide a pathway to a better understanding and more consistent
expectations.
A. Duty roster/Kaper Chart Posted
5 points – Roster in campsite area and has assignments for Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
3 points – Document lists a scout for the following camp duties; cooking, cooking equipment
preparation, site cleanup and water.
2 points – Document is completed as above and protected from elements.
B. Tents/Fly’s Properly Erected
5 points - Tents arranged in order – smaller tents in front, larger in rear and properly erected. Flys placed
in kitchen or dining areas.
2 points – Guy lines from tent are attached by either a bowline or double half hitch. Tautline hitches are
tied to free end around stakes. If rope is used, rope has been whipped on ends. Guy lines on flys have
taut-line hitches to tie around trees or tent stakes.
1 point – guy lines from dining flys or tarps marked with caution tape or other highly visible material.
3 points. – Tents are open (provided weather is good) and personal gear is neat and packed up. If foul
weather, tent flaps/windows are closed and securely tied. No lanterns, candles or stoves in or near tents.
C. Fire Buckets – Two per tent (with water) fire buckets neatly arranged around a central collection location.
This is a Requirement of Scoutmasters Camporee and not subject to interpretation
D. Fire Extinguisher at Cook Area
5 points – Portable extinguisher available and easily seen.
5 points – Extinguishers ready to be used and inspected within one year.
E. Service Project Displayed
5 points – Project prominently displayed in campsite and shows troop participation
2 points – Project completed within last year and is not an Eagle Service or Girl Scout Gold Award
Project.
2 points – Project is patriotic or conservation oriented.
1 point – Project display protected from elements.
F. Flags Properly Displayed
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5 points – American Flag displayed in campsite.
5 points – American Flag displayed on left and unit flag displayed on right when entering the campsite.
G. Troop First Aid Kit Available
5 points – Kit properly identified as first aid kit and near cooking area.
5 points – First Aid Kit open for inspection and contains items such as bandages/Band-Aids, latex
gloves, alcohol swabs, etc.
H. Food Properly Stored
5 points – Food properly stored in containers off the ground or in Patrol Chuck Boxes. Coolers clean
and off the ground.
5 points – Trash/garbage bags properly hung off the ground at least 3’ high.
I. Patrol Method Evident (Patrol Flags, Patrol Boxes, etc.)
5 points. – Patrol flags displayed with patrol boxes if available.
5 points – Patrol area neat, free of trash with tents in order.
J. Cooking Area Clean and Neat
5 points – Stoves or cooking equipment at least 18’ off the ground. Water coolers clean and off the
ground.
5 points. – All equipment clean, tables free of food and ground around cooking area free of trash or
food.
K. Balanced Menu(s) Posted
5 points – Menus should be posted in cooking area(s) and include foods from the four basic food groups
(milk, meat, vegetable/fruit and bread/cereal group).
5 points – Menu is protected from the elements.
L. Campsite Improvements
5 points – Small projects, washstands, shoe racks, coat hangers, tongs, pothooks, etc.
5 points – Tables, benches, above general cooking table, flagpole.
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M. Ax yard or Fuel Area Properly Identified and Stored
5 points – Ax yard is properly roped off, at a safe clearance of at least an ax length from the center all
around. Fuel yard also properly identified and has fuel neatly and properly stored. Rope line should be
waste high.
2 points – Caution tape or similar visible material marks roped off area. Yards are away from the main
areas.
3 points – Ax yard contains a first aid kit, ax is properly stored in sheath and yard contains a chopping
block. If yard contains a bow saw, blade should be in a sheath.
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SMCC GATEWAY INSPECTION
The Scoutmasters Camporee Gateway Competition is conducted to inspire Scouts to use imagination, creativity,
and inventiveness in the spirit of teamwork and unit pride to express the theme of the Camporee. This is a
friendly competition. Gateways/Entrance Ways should be "Scout Built" and should be located at the entrance
to the Unit's Campsite. Gateways will be judged on the following criteria:
CAMPOREE THEME - This is the major item that will be judged. All gateways should obviously
reflect the theme of the Camporee.
CONSTRUCTION – Only pioneering/backwoods materials may be used. Do not use
construction lumber, plywood, screws, nails, ribbon, plastic, etc. All construction shall be assembled
in a secure and safe fashion. NO GENERATORS ARE ALLOWED. Battery powered lighting
may be used. Digging holes is allowed but must be filled in, compacted and level with the ground
prior to checkout so that no tripping hazards remain.
IMAGINATION - Gateways are a chance for troops to express their artistic and creative ability.
Gateways shall be considered as stage settings that reflect the theme.
VISUAL IMPACT - Gateways should gain the attention of passers by in a dynamic way. Use of
color, movement, size, and content will be reviewed.
REQUIRED ITEMS - Troop Number, Sponsoring Organization, Council, District, American
Flag and Troop Flag.
JUDGING - Gateways will be subjectively judged according to degree of quality or the utilization of each item
listed above. The judges will use their knowledge and skills based upon their experience. All judges have
training in knots, lashings, and Scoutcraft and their application. The decision of the judges will be final.
AWARDS - Gateways will also be judged within the each Camporee Area (see page 20). First, second, and third
place awards will be presented for each designated area. Only Campsite Overall and Gateway Overall awards will
be presented at the Arena Show. All other awards will be presented at the Cracker Barrel Saturday night.
THE THEME IS:
"ONE NATION UNITED"
Our Civil War Legacy
SPECIAL NOTE: This year we again encourage pioneering projects. We are aware of the limited availability
of pioneering materials. The cutting of trees for one or two weekend’s use is not environmentally considerate,
therefore, please remove all materials, and preserve them for future use. We are also aware that the transporting
of timber is difficult. Gateways should change every year along with the theme. It is hopeful that all troops can
participate. This will allow the theme to be clearly visible in every corner of the Camporee. I hope this makes
our yearly changes a little clearer. We encourage all units to participate and we look forward to traditional
Scoutcraft type displays being used in your gateways.
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SCOUTMASTERS 2005 CAMPOREE
Gateway Inspection

Section Number _______
Unit Number __________

Campsite Number ____________
District/Service Unit ___________

1.

Unit Identified on Gateway

0 to 10 pts.

__________

2.

Sponsor Identified on Gateway

0 to 10 pts.

__________

3.

Camporee Theme Clearly Evident On Gateway

0 to 20 pts.

__________

4.

Flags Properly Displayed

0 to 20 pts.

__________

5.

Constructed by Youths

0 to 20 pts.

__________

6.

Gateway of Safe and Sturdy Construction

0 to 20 pts.

__________

7.

Knots and Lashings Properly Done

0 to 20 pts.

__________

8.

Working Gate or Bridge

0 to 20 pts.

__________

9.

Natural Rope Material with Whipped Ends

0 to 20 pts.

__________

10.

Creativity and Originality*

0 to 20 pts.

__________

0 to 20 pts.

__________

TOTAL

__________

11. Scout Skills
TOTAL POSSIBLE = 200 pts.

* Gateway construction is a fun part of any Camporee please let the youths minds run free.

Note: In order to be eligible for any awards each troop must obtain at least 50% of the total
available
points. Decision of the Judges is final.
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Criteria for Gateway Inspections
The gateway inspection teams will utilize the following guidelines. The goal of this guideline is to describe the
rational and criteria.
1. Unit Identified on the Gateway (Identification may be on Unit Flag)
a. 5 Points – BSA Troop, Venture or GS Troop number displayed.
b. 3 Points - BSA District or GS Service Unit displayed.
c. 2 Points – BSA Council or GS Council displayed
2. Sponsor Identified on Gateway (Identification may be on Unit Flag)
a. 5 Points - Institution, school or service organization that charters the unit.
i. GS may list meeting location
b. 5 Points – City or town displayed
3. Camporee Theme Clearly Evident on Gateway
a. 8 Points – Quantity of embellishments displaying Camporee theme
b. 8 Points – Quality of embellishments displaying Camporee theme
c. 4 Points – Subjective: how well the gateway supports the theme
4. Flags Properly Displayed
a. 5 Points - American Flag properly displayed
i. On right side when exiting campsite
b. 5 Points - Troop/Venture/GS Unit Flag properly displayed
i. On left side when exiting campsite
c. 8 Points - Height of American Flag vs. Unit Flag properly displayed
i. American Flag must be the highest flag because we are on American soil
d. 2 Points – American Flag size vs. Unit Flag
i. American flag should be same size or larger than other flags when displayed
Note:
Use of flags other than the American Flag and Unit Flag are permitted, but ALL other flags must be
subordinate to the current U.S. flag (lower, same size or smaller).
5. Constructed by Youth
a. 5 Points – All structural elements built on site
i. Excluding gateway sign and non-pioneering decorations
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Building process was directed by junior leaders (Scouts) not adults
c. 10 Points – Subjective: Gateway constructed by scouts
i. Points will be subtracted from 10 points based on number of instances and significance of adult
assistance.
ii. Adults may only be utilized for safety concerns
iii. Adults may not fix details before gateway is judged
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6. Gateway of Safe and Sturdy Construction
a. 5 Points - Gateway must be Free standing
i. 2 Points will be subtracted if guide wires are necessary for stability
ii. 2 Points will be subtracted for each stake or pinning utilized to support gateway
b. 5 Points – 6 Ft tall adults (standing upright) must be able to walk under gateway
c. 3 Points – Gateway entrance clear of objects
i. Must not have to step over objects to enter
d. 2 Points – Gateway must not have any exposed sharp objects
i. Fences, projects and embellishments will be graded as part of gateway
e. 5 Points – Subjective: Gateway must be sturdy
i. Must be able to support 50 lbs of weight
ii. Must not be able to be blown down by heavy winds
iii. Embellishments must be sturdily attached
7. Knots and Lashings Properly Done
a. 5 Points - Appropriateness of the knots and lashing
b. 15 Points – gateway constructed by knots and lashings as defined in BSA handbook
i. Clove Hitch
1. To start all lashings except Diagonal Lashing
2. To end all lashings
ii. Square Lashings – for binding two poles at right angles to each other
iii. Shear Lashing – for A frame
iv. Diagonal Lashing – for binding poles at an angle other than right angle.
v. Tripod Lashing – for making a tripod
vi. Round Lashing – for binding two poles side by side
vii. Floor lashing – for making deck or walkway of bridge
Note:
5 points will be subtracted for use of lashings not listed in the current Pioneering Merit Badge
Book. Maximum of 3 points per lashing will be subtracted for improper use or improper lashing
construction
Note:
2 points will be subtracted for excessive rope left hanging or improperly stowed
8.

Working Gate or Bridge
a. 5 Points – have a gate or bridge
i. Gate must be an object to block entrance
ii. Bridge must be an object to cross over
b. 5 Points – Operation
i. Gate must turn or lift by gentle force
ii. Bridge must be at least 12 inches off ground and hold minimum 300 lbs person
c. 5 Points –
i. Working gate total restricts entry when in closed position
ii. Bridge has hand rails
d. 5 Points – Gate or Bridge has notification system to introduce visitors
i. Door Bell, gong, or other mechanism
ii. Notification system can be near or attached to gate or bridge
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9. Natural Rope Material with Whipped Ends
a. 8 Points – All ropes utilized to construct gateway are natural
i. Natural Rope
1. Coir –rope is made from fibers of coconut shells
2. Cotton –rope is made from cotton fibers
3. Sisal –rope is made from leaves of the plant Agave Sisalana
4. Manila –rope is made from leaves of the plant Musa Textilis
5. Hemp – rope is made from the stalk of the plant Cannabis Sativ
b. 4 Points – all ends whipped – must utilize English, Common, or American Whipping
i. 1 Point will be subtracted per end of rope not whipped
c. 4 Points – all ends of rope whipped at an appropriate distance from end of rope to avoid forming a knob
i. Should not exceed ½ or ¾ of an inch from end
d. 4 Points – subjective: all whippings done tightly and correctly
10. Creativity and Originality
a. 10 Points – Subjective: creativity of Gateway design
i. Includes creativity of Gate or Bridge
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Visual
i. Did the scouts take time to design a gateway that was interesting and appealing to look at?
c. 5 Points – Subjective: Originality of design based on uniqueness at Camporee
11. Scout Skills
a. 10 Points – Subjective: Complexity of gateway
i. Example: separate tower, second story floor, wing support system
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Gateway assembled with natural materials and pioneering skills
i. No nails, bolts, screws or mechanical fasteners
c. 5 Points – Subjective: Embellishments made utilizing pioneering scouting skills
COMMENTS AND CRITIQUE
The Scoutmasters Camporee Committee would like to hear from you about this or future Camporees. We would
sincerely welcome constructive criticism, comments, suggestions and praise. We are constantly trying to improve
the Camporee, and feedback from YOU, the Participants, is always given careful consideration. You will find a
COMMENTS AND CRITIQUE sheet in your registration package as well as in your packet at check out.
PATROL FLAG COMPETITION
The Patrol Flag Competition will be held on Saturday afternoon at the Merit Badge Midway pavilion near the
memorabilia boards. (See the map.) Patrols wishing to enter must present Patrol Flags at 1:00 P.M. Saturday.
The scorecards will be signed when the Flag is turned in. Each Flag will be tagged with Unit Number and Patrol
Name. Judges will pick ten (10) Finalists, and finally, Third, Second, and First Place Winners. Awards will be
presented at the SPL Cracker Barrel on Saturday Night after the Arena show. Flags submitted repetitively year
to year without change or improvements would be graded lower. Patrol Flags must be picked up at 4:00 P.M. at
the pavilion (or sing for Croc at the SPL Cracker-barrel.)
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PATROL FLAG COMPETITION SCORE SHEET
UNIT NUMBER____________________

DISTRICT____________________

PATROL NAME____________________

COUNCIL

___________________

1.

Pole length 6'2" standard, plus or minus 2"

SCORE
________

2.

Top of pole decorated

________

3.

Troop and District identified on Flag

________

4.

Patrol identity clearly defined

________

5.

Flag hemmed and bound

________

6.

Fastening holes reinforced or have grommets

________

7.

Pole finished or decorated

________

8.

Patrol members identified on Flag

________

9.

Scout Made (some adult assistance okay)

________

10. Overall durability (weather proof)

________

11. Flag stand " Scout Made"

________

12. Portability (can it be carried easily)

________

13. Extra points (First Aid Kit attached, etc.)

________

TOTAL POINTS:

________

IMPORTANT: TROOP COUNCIL AND DISTRICT IDENTIFICATION MUST BE ON FLAG OR
POLE, OR THE FLAG WILL BE DISQUALIFIED FROM JUDGING. GIRL SCOUT PATROL
FLAGS SHOULD DISPLAY CORRESPONDING INFORMATION.
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SCOUTMASTERS CAMPOREE PATCH DESIGN COMPETITION
RULES AND ELIGIBILITY:
1. The patch must be an original design; submitted by a registered Scout who has NOT turned 18 at the time
of the design submission.
2. The design must accurately portray the theme of the Camporee, which will be announced at the Arena Show.
3. The design submission must be in full color and may be enlarged to allow detail to be shown. However, the
enlargement must conform to standard shapes and sizes, as shown at the bottom of this page.
4. The following patch information must be shown on the patch:
-

CAMPOREE YEAR
CAMPOREE THEME
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT of 47th ANNIVERSARY
MARKHAM PARK, SUNRISE, FLORIDA
“SCOUTMASTERS CAMPOREE”
A SMALL GOLD “FLEUR de LEIS”

5. Designs are to be submitted ONE per page (8 1/2 x 11) sheet of paper. The following information must be
shown on the reverse side of the design.
-

SCOUT'S COMPLETE NAME
SCOUTMASTER AND PHONE NUMBER
TROOP NUMBER, DISTRICT AND COUNCIL
SCOUTS SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
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SELECTION AND AWARD:
The Camporee Committee will review each and every design. A ONE HUNDRED-DOLLAR
SAVINGS BOND, along with a full array of Camporee items, will be awarded to the Scout with the
winning patch design at the Arena Show.

DEADLINE FOR THE 2006 CAMPOREE PATCH DESIGN SUBMISSION IS
OCTOBER 15, 2005.
(This deadline is a must. Don’t delay, submit your design on time)

Return Designs to:

Mitch Katz
3000 SW 21st Terrace, Unit 32A-1
Delray Beach, FL 33445
Telephone: (954) 873-5370

WE CANNOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST OR MISDIRECTED/UNDELIVERABLE MAIL.
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February 25-27, 2005 – Markham Park
In keeping with the theme " One Nation United - Our Civil War Legacy", the Webelos will find
themselves immersed in the historic setting of the mid-1800's. We strongly encourage the use of this
particular theme throughout all of the packs' setups, campsites, and dress during competition! In keeping
with Scout Spirit, emphasis should be placed on the resolution of this conflict rather than on the conflict
itself.
WEBELOS camping will be in an area designated for Webelos and their families only. An “authorized”
representative from each Cub Scout Unit must register at the regular Main Camporee Headquarters
Friday afternoon or evening. Individuals may proceed to the Webelos camping area as they arrive where the
Webelos Site Coordinator will direct them to the proper area, but registration must be completed Friday
night.
Webelos camping space will be allocated according to the size of your group and the condition of the
grounds. No specific site requests can be taken ahead of time.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Only registered units will be allowed to participate in the events. Each unit
MUST show their proof of registration before receiving their scorecards and commencing the events!
All patches and paperwork will be distributed by Webelos Registration AFTER Scout's Own on
Sunday. Questions, changes or problems will be handled through the main Scout Camporee
headquarters.
As in the Scout area, water and sanitation are sacred! Please do not bathe or wash dishes in the Port-O-lets
(that's not a sink on the side wall!!!) or at the water trees. All trash must be placed in the
dumpster and sites kept clean and free of trash at all times.
Each unit must send at least one adult representative to the Webelos Cracker-barrel
each night at 10:00pm armed with an item for the potluck snack bar. Information and
materials essential to Saturday’s Webelos events will be handed out at Friday's crackerbarrel, and on Saturday night, the focus will be awards, Scout's Own, and checkout
information.

New
Info!

No units will be checked out on Sunday until after Scout’s Own! Webelos will follow the same checkout
procedure as the Scouts. Feedback forms, patches and other awards not presented at the arena show or
cracker-barrel will be distributed through the checkout packet, which will not be available until after Scout's
Own on Sunday. Patches will not be distributed until your unit has completed and submitted the
evaluation form!
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Special activities will be provided for Webelos only on Saturday morning from 8am to noon. Participation
ribbons will be awarded to dens that have completed all of the activities. Webelos will participate in several
optional events (under adequate Akela supervision) located on the Boy Scout side of the Camporee on
Saturday after lunch. Of particular interest will be the battle reenactment at 3pm.
Den Flag, Campsite and Gateway will be judged after lunch on Saturday, with ribbons for top three in each
category and each unit participating will receive participant certificates as well as their completed score
sheets to assist in familiarizing them with what is expected once they cross over.

THERE ARE CHANGES TO THE
GATEWAY COMPETITION PROCEDURE
– READ THEM OR WEEP!!!
This year, units wishing to participate in the Gateway competition will be required to obtain a
"Gateway Competition Entry Form" from the Webelos Registration area. No
gateways will be judged without the form and without the packs' compliance with
New
the rules laid out on the "Criteria for Gateways" (see the end of this Webelos section
Info!
of the booklet).
Gateways should be constructed by Webelos Only! Adults may supervise
("hands-off") and give instruction in lashing("hands-off"), but the actual
construction should be “boys only”!
Please remember that the idea is for the boys to learn, not for the Akelas to win!
The score sheets for flags and campsite will be the same as the Scouts use. (Included later in the General
section of this booklet). The score sheets for gateway are very similar but do have a few differences. Please
make sure and familiarize yourself with the new Gateway guidelines. As with the Boy Scout campsite
inspections, a unit representative must be present in the campsite. Participation certificates for flag, campsite
and for gateway will be awarded to each unit that participates in judging. 1st, 2nd and 3rd place overall
winners in flag, 1st, 2nd and 3rd place overall winners in campsite, 1st, 2nd and 3rd place overall winners in
gateway and 1st, 2nd and 3rd place overall Scout Spirit will receive ribbons.
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
The free time on Saturday afternoon should be taken to establish or strengthen a relationship with a
Scoutmaster and troop, and to familiarize the Webelos with some of the boys from the troop into which they
may be crossing over. Den leaders and Cubmasters are encouraged to contact targeted Scoutmasters to
establish a working relationship prior to attending this event. If you are unsure of a suitable troop or would
like some suggestions and/or an introduction, please contact your District Executive or Unit Commissioner
ahead of time – December, January or February Round Table is the ideal time for this!
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The Webelos Events
The Sarah Barton Experience – Individual Event
This founder of our American Red Cross was also an important part of the war effort. Not only did she nurse
the sick and wounded, but she also led search parties out looking for missing soldiers and played a major part
in distributing supplies to the front lines.
In our race against the clock, Webelos will first don the distinctive nurse's cap. They will then be presented
with a series of three situations that require their help.
They must determine what supplies will best solve each problem one at a time, retrieve the required item
from the supply wagon, and deliver it to the proper recipient. After solving all three situations, they will then
return to base camp to stop the clock.

Tent City – The Encampment – Team Event
Soldiers on the battlefield lived in tent cities. Whenever they needed to move, the whole city would be
broken down, loaded into wagons, and moved to a new location.
Teams of three Webelos will have to set up their own portion of the tent city. Sure… simple enough, except
that two of them will be blindfolded! The third Webelos will need to guide them by verbal instructions
only to get the tent set up properly and as quickly as possible. Let's see those leadership and verbal skills!

The Telegraph – Team Event
When units needed to relay information, they used a state-of-the-art telegraph system where tall towers were
used to send messages over a short distance.
Teams of four Webelos will be set up with 2 senders and 2 receivers. Each pair will receive a code translator
sheet. The senders will be given a 12-character message that they must translate into Morse code and
transmit to the receivers. The receivers must write the message down and verify it with the commanding
officer (judge) to stop the clock.

Field Hospital – Team Event
No 9-1-1!!! No fast-moving ambulances! If a soldier was wounded or injured on the battlefield, he'd be
treated and transported with whatever was available.
Teams of three Webelos will build a blanket stretcher and one of them will become the "victim". The other
two will transport their "victim" using the blanket stretcher to three different "injury sites" where they will
properly apply the required first aid before moving on to the next station. They must then return their
"victim" in one piece to the field hospital (finish line) to stop the clock.
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Underground Railway – Team Event
One of the major issues of the war concerned slavery. Many people, sympathetic to the oppression of the
slaves, linked short bits of transportation and housing together to move many people to safety and freedom.
Teams of four Webelos will transport one "Slave" to freedom. The slave – a ping-pong ball. The
Underground Railway – several lengths of PVC pipe with assorted connectors. The Webelos must move
their "slave" from the starting line to the finish line without the "slave" being detected. If the slave is
detected (if it falls out of the piping), it will be returned to the start. Oh, yeah… there's not enough PVC to
make it completely to the finish line!!! (They'll need to use portions over!)

Tennessee Wild Turkey Shoot - Individual Event
Out on the battlefield, you couldn't risk firing your gun to get wild game! Soldiers became skilled archers to
quietly bring down a welcome feast of fresh game.
Individual Webelos will get 5 chances with their bow and arrow to "bag the bird"!

Battle at Fort Sumpter – Individual Event
Surrounded and cut off from supply lines, the soldiers stationed at Fort Sumpter learned quickly that they
had to make every shot count!
Each Webelos will get 5 shots (BBs) to defend the fort. Make 'em count!

U.S.S. Monitor – Den Event
The U.S.S. Monitor was the first Union "iron-clad" ship. It was outfitted with a "state-of-the-art" rotating
gun turret.
Each den will supply a "volunteer" (your CubMaster, Den Leader, or other Akela). Each Webelos will get 2
chances at the controls of the Monitor's gun turret. The percentage of direct hits on the "target" from each
den will determine the winner! (By the way… "volunteers" should bring an extra change of clothing!!!!!
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PLEASE NOTE – THERE ARE REVISIONS TO THESE RULES FOR 2005
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
If your unit is entering the Gateway competition, you must obtain a Gateway Competition Entry Form from
Webelos registration area. Your unit will be assigned an observer who must visually verify the amount of cub
and adult participation in the gateway construction. The Observer AND the Cubmaster/leader in charge will be
required to sign the Gateway Competition Entry Form, thus verifying the information it contains, and then turn
it back to Webelos registration no later than 11am, Saturday, Feb. 26th in order to enter the competition. Once
the form has been signed, no additional changes, additions or modifications may be made!
The gateway inspection teams will utilize the following guidelines. The goal of this guideline is to describe the
rationale and criteria.
1. Unit Identified on the Gateway (Identification may be on Unit Flag)
a. 5 Points – BSA Troop, Venture or GS Troop number displayed.
b. 3 Points - BSA District or GS Service Unit displayed.
c. 2 Points – BSA Council or GS Council displayed
2. Sponsor Identified on Gateway (Identification may be on Unit Flag)
a. 5 Points - Institution, school or service organization that charters the unit.
b. 5 Points – City or town displayed
3. Camporee Theme Clearly Evident on Gateway
a. 8 Points – Quantity of embellishments displaying Camporee theme
b. 8 Points – Quality of embellishments displaying Camporee theme
c. 4 Points – Subjective: how well the gateway supports the theme
4. Flags Properly Displayed
a. 5 Points - American Flag properly displayed
On right side when exiting campsite
b. 5 Points - Pack Flag properly displayed
On left side when exiting campsite
c. 8 Points - Height of American Flag vs. Unit Flag properly displayed
American Flag must be the highest flag because we are on American soil
d. 2 Points – American Flag size vs. Unit Flag
American flag should be same size or larger than other flags when displayed
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5. Constructed by Youth
a. 5 Points – All structural elements built on site
Excluding gateway sign and non-pioneering decorations
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Building process was directed by Cub Scouts, not adults
c. 10 Points – Subjective: Gateway constructed by scouts
Points will be subtracted from 10 points based on number of instances and/or significance of
adult assistance.
Adults may only be utilized for safety concerns.
Adults may not fix details before gateway is judged without forfeiting these 10 points.
NOTE: If Cubs can't put it up – YOU NEED TO CHANGE YOUR DESIGN!
Adults may not erect tripods or place crossmembers without losing all 10 points for section 5c. Adults
may act as safety spotters or human ladders without penalty.
6. Gateway of Safe and Sturdy Construction
a. 5 Points - Gateway must be Free standing
- 2 Points will be subtracted if guide wires are necessary for stability
- 2 Points will be subtracted for each stake or pinning utilized to support gateway
b. 5 Points – 6 Ft tall adults (standing upright) must be able to walk through gateway
c. 3 Points – Gateway entrance clear of objects
- Must not have to step over objects to enter
d. 2 Points – Gateway must not have any exposed sharp objects
- Fences, projects and embellishments will be graded as part of gateway
e. 5 Points – Subjective: Gateway must be sturdy
- Must be able to support 50 lbs of weight
- Must not be able to be blown down by heavy winds
- Embellishments must be sturdily attached
7. Knots and Lashings Properly Done
a. 5 Points - Appropriateness of the knots and lashing
b. 15 Points – gateway constructed by knots and lashings as defined in BSA handbook
Clove Hitch
1. To start all lashings except Diagonal Lashing
2. To end all lashings
Square Lashings – for binding two poles at right angles to each other
Shear Lashing – for A frame
Diagonal Lashing – for binding poles at an angle other than right angle.
Tripod Lashing – for making a tripod
Round Lashing – for binding two poles side by side
Floor lashing – for making deck or walkway of bridge
Note: 5 points will be subtracted for use of lashings not listed in the current Pioneering Merit Badge
Book. Maximum of 3 points per lashing will be subtracted for improper use or improper lashing
construction
c. Note: 2 points will be subtracted for excessive rope left hanging or improperly stowed
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8. Working Gate or Bridge
a. 5 Points – have a gate or bridge
- Gate must be an object to block entrance
- Bridge must be an object to cross over
b. 5 Points – Operation
- Gate must turn or lift by gentle force
- Bridge must be at least 12 inches off ground and hold minimum 300 lbs person
c. 5 Points –
- Working gate totally restricts entry when in closed position
- Bridge has hand rails
d. 5 Points – Gate or Bridge has notification system to introduce visitors
- Door Bell, gong, or other mechanism
- Notification system can be near or attached to gate or bridge
9. Natural Rope Material with Whipped Ends
a. 8 Points – All ropes utilized to construct gateway are natural rope
- Coir –rope is made from fibers of coconut shells
- Cotton –rope is made from cotton fibers
- Sisal –rope is made from leaves of the plant Agave Sisalana
- Manila –rope is made from leaves of the plant Musa Textilis
- Hemp – rope is made from the stalk of the plant Cannabis Sativ
1 point subtracted for each rope not of natural fiber.
b. 4 Points – all ends whipped – must utilize English, Common, or American Whipping
- 1 Point will be subtracted per end of rope not whipped
c. 4 Points – all ends of rope whipped at an appropriate distance from end of rope to avoid forming a knob
- Should not exceed ½ or ¾ of an inch from end
d. 4 Points – subjective: all whippings done tightly and correctly
10. Creativity and Originality
a. 10 Points – Subjective: creativity of Gateway design
- Includes creativity of Gate or Bridge
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Visual
- Did the scouts take time to design a gateway that was interesting and appealing to look at?
c. 5 Points – Subjective: Originality of design based on uniqueness at Camporee
NOTE: Points for 10c. are available ONLY if the gateway basic structure consists of more than 2
tripods with a single crossmember. (i.e. if it includes sidepieces, gate or bridge, more than 2 tripods, etc.)
11. Scout Skills
a. 10 Points – Subjective: Complexity of gateway
- Example: separate tower, second story floor, wing support system
b. 5 Points – Subjective: Gateway assembled with natural materials and pioneering skills
- No nails, bolts, screws or mechanical fasteners
c. 5 Points – Subjective: Embellishments made utilizing pioneering scouting skills
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Gateway Score:

Unit #

This form is required to enter the Gateway competition. It must be signed and returned to Webelo Registration
no later than 11am on Saturday, February 26, 2005.
Each unit participating must be assigned an observer. Observers may be responsible for more than one gateway.
Once this form has been signed, no additional changes, additions or modifications bay be made!
Our observer's name:_______________________________________________________
To what extent was this gateway "boy-made"? (In accordance with Rule #5)
_______100%

OR

_______ %

If adult assistance was given, describe:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Observer's Signature: ______________________________________________________

As primary tour leader for Webelos at Scoutmaster's Camporee 2005, I verify that the above information is
correct and true.
Pack: ___________________________________________________________________
District: _________________________________________________________________
Leader's Name: ___________________________________________________________
Leader's Position:__________________________________________________________
Leader's Signature: ________________________________________________________
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Gateway Score Worksheet
1. Unit Identified on Gateway 0 to 10 pts. .................................................................__________
2. Sponsor Identified on Gateway 0 to 10 pts............................................................ __________
3. Camporee Theme Clearly Evident On Gateway 0 to 20 pts. ..............................__________
4. Flags Properly Displayed 0 to 20 pts. ...................................................................... __________
5. Constructed by Youths 0 to 20 pts. ......................................................................... __________
6. Gateway of Safe and Sturdy Construction 0 to 20 pts.......................................... __________
7. Knots and Lashings Properly Done 0 to 20 pts. ................................................... __________
8. Working Gate or Bridge 0 to 20 pts. ....................................................................... __________
9. Natural Rope Material with Whipped Ends 0 to 20 pts. ......................................__________
10. Creativity and Originality 0 to 20 pts. ..................................................................__________
11. Scout Skills 0 to 20 pts. ............................................................................................__________
TOTAL POSSIBLE = 200 pts. ....................................................... TOTAL __________

Note: In order to be eligible for any awards each troop must obtain at least 50% of the total available
points. Decision of the Judges is final.
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